HELLHOUNDS ON MY TRAIL
As recorded by Children Of Bodom
(From the 2008 Album BLOODDRUNK)

Transcribed by jb

Words by Alexi Laiho
Music by Children Of Bodom

A Intro
\( \text{d} = 210 \)

ROOPE LATVALA
Gtr I, II p.M.----------
P.M.----------------------
P.M.-------
P.M.------
P.M.-

ALEXI LAIHO
Gtr III, IV p.M.--------

JANNE WARMAN
Gtr V
C Chorus

No Feelings you destroy me  H - A - T - E
We're Welcome

We're on this show E - N - D

P.M.-------- P.M.-------- P.M.-------- P.M.-------- P.M.-

We're Welcome       We're on this show E - N - D

D Verse

P.M.-       P.M.-       P.M.-       P.M.-       P.M.-

P.M.--------- P.M.--------- P.M.--------- P.M.--------- P.M.---------
I Guitar Solo
N Outro
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